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Agency All Stars triumph in historic AFL challenge thriller
THE AGENCY All Stars have won the inaugural 
Seven West Media AFL Challenge, holding off a late 
fightback to win the historic encounter by 11 points at 
Leederville Oval. 

In an intense and highly-competitive clash against 
Seven West Media, the All Stars rallied late, with a 
stunning snap from Sam Guiffre sealing the 9.4 (58) 
to 7.5 (47) win. 

After falling 26 points behind at half time, SWM 
received a rocket from Damian Hampson, who 
stormed the field and appointed himself coach, 
delivering a spray reminiscent of Hawthorn great 
Allan Jeans in 1989. 

His players, led by West Coast premiership defender 
Sam Butler, responded, and a remarkable comeback 
win was on the cards when Dennie Chung kicked a 
late goal to put them in front. 

But the All Star's young and pacey midfield took 
charge in the dying minutes and ensured victory for 
premiership Eagle Beau Waters' team, giving the 
agencies bragging rights until the next bout. 

The All Stars set the win up in the midfield, with Bart 
Atkinson and Ryan Proud playing a key role in 
getting the ball forward, while the quick feet of Ben 
McAuliffe created opportunities for the team. 

Keleigh Moore, Luke Driscoll and Sam Marx were 
also crucial to the All Stars winning the territory 
game, with Jakob Troy-Johnston, Diego Kendrick 
and Anthony Gileno surging the ball forward and 
stepping up at crucial times to showcase their talent. 

The All Stars had winners all over the park early, with 
Brannon Heath sharp in front of goal and Christine 
Foster important with her skill, agility and 
willingness to assert herself physically. 

It was Waters, however, who was always in the right 
place at the right time, leading his team superbly and 
kicking a brilliant 40m goal from an acute angle as 
the All Stars built their first-half lead. 

A brutal collision with Chris Pearce in the first half 
was a highlight and a throwback to Waters' AFL 
career, with Pearce's teammate Seb Tatur describing 
it as "an eight on the Richter Scale". 

Waters wasn't the only All-Star to intimidate the 
SWM team, with Caleb Brown's gun show matching 
his speed. 

But just when the Agencies looked like running away 
with the match, having kicked 6.2 to 2.0 in the first 
half, SWM responded to Hampson's intervention at 
the main break. 

"What the #@$& are you all actually doing out there? 
Stop with these sh*t little kicks and actually move the 
ball forward." Hampson yelled, in a rousing speech 
that could be heard by the enthusiastic crowd.

When the players ran back out, captains Waters and 
Butler agreed to extend the second half from 15 to 20 
minutes, giving SWM a window for a comeback. 

Playing one man down after Jo Purdy (back) failed a 
fitness test, SWM showed courage to cut the margin 
in the second half and eventually steal a late lead. 

Backline duo Michael Hart and Sam Butler were 
resolute, while Chris Pearce, Ryan Gower and

endurance athlete Mitch Joliffe 
were crucial in creating 
opportunities from the midfield.

The comeback was forged in the 
engine room, with Annette 
Herbert putting her head over 
the ball in a fearless

performance, and Mick Hart 
scrapping for the contested ball. 
Tatur (three goals) was the team's 
most dangerous forward, 
alongside Laurie Paton, Lauren 
Mcadam and Kate Molinari, who 
each found plenty of the ball and 
shared a couple of goals. 

Both teams lifted on the back 
of the commentary of Mark 
Readings and Andy Ward, 
and the flamboyant umpiring 
of Brent Stewart was a 
highlight. 

But it wasn't enough 
for the highly-drilled 

SWM team, whose 
heavy training load 
amounted to nothing. 

Team photographs pre game at Leederville Oval Friday. Picture: Luke Hendricks/Seven West Media  
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How big was the win and what did 
an agency team win mean for you?
- Huge win, however expected when 

you look at our list compared to 
theirs. 

- Mate a win was always fun, but it was 
more about being out on the ground 
in a super friendly environment 
which was fun for everyone of 
different abilities. 

- I’m not going to lie…It was up there.  
I was emotional as the 92,94, and 
2006 WCE Premiership wins. 

Who was your tip for best on 
ground? 
- Excluding myself whoever number 5 

was.
- Sammy G – not many people can say 

they sold an AFL premiership player 
a dummy. Someone said they saw 
Sammy Butler down there on 
Saturday morning still looking for the 
ball.

- Bart…dominated

What were the highlights of the 
game for you? 
- Kicking a goal to put us in front in the 

final minute then hearing the crowd 
roar

- Again, seeing everyone get involved 
on the field and the whole SWM 
teams commitment to the day –
especially off the field. I think it really 
strengthened the SWM agency teams 
proposition. Was epic to see the 
support from agency people who 
weren’t playing too!

- Seeing Seb kick a bag.  Good win for 
us smaller fellas

How was the body feeling the next 
day?
- Fu#$ed
- S**thouse – my glutes are made of 

concrete… still sore on Monday
- I felt like I was Benjamin Button 3 

minutes into the first half.  I cannot 
put it in writing due to the unsavoury
explicit language which would 
describe how I felt after the match or 
the following day.

Any final messages for your Seven 
West Media rivals for the next 
clash? 
- Surely bring a better team than that, 

if we didn’t go easy on you because 
we felt bad after half time it could 
have been a blood bath 

- Just bigger and better… literally. 
More people, more teams – one of 
the best media events I've been 
involved in ever.

- More retired Eagles players required 
if you want to match it with the best 
amateur team the footy world has 
ever seen in this state

OVER 300,000 WATCHED LAST YEARS’ WEST COAST EAGLES ELIMINATION FINAL ON 7
BE INFRONT OF THE ACTION THIS SATURDAY & CONTACT YOUR ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE AT SEVEN WEST MEDIA FOR OPPORTUNITIES

Agency All Star Ben McAuliffe at Leederville Oval. Picture: Luke Hendricks/Seven West Media

What was your training schedule 
like and how did you prepare for 
the show down?
- My training schedule was neither 

grueling nor was it consistent. I had 
made it down to the oval a couple of 
times to have a few kicks and realised
how un-fit I was. I bought an exercise 
bike in an effort to get match fit 
however, I had failed to use it.

- I did put quite a few km’s on the legs 
in the lead up, but our team training 
schedule was mostly trying 
(unsuccessfully) to bomb goals from 
outside 50 with a few push ups for 
good measure.

How important was Damian 
Hampson’s half time spray and 
how did this impact Seven West 
Media in the second half?
- It was pivotal and I credit this to our 

come back in the 2nd half.
- It was mildly terrifying, but 

absolutely crucial to our 2nd half 
comeback.

Who was your tip for best on 
ground?
- Brannon Heath – he kicked so many 

goals he lost count.
- Big Micko was agile and an absolute 

ball magnet. Brannon did bag quite a 
few so he’s got to be right up there!

How are you going to change your 
tactics for the next game?
- Get some skills and get match fit. But 

most importantly, get some skills. 
- More training and time together as a 

team – it’s all about synergy!

What did you think of Beau 
Waters’ efforts, and did he finally 
prove himself to the Seven West 
Media team?
- I didn’t see him kick any goals, and 

he lost a 1 on 1 battle with Laurie who 
kicked a goal on him. Nuff said.

- I saw a few of the old Beau Waters 
bumps on Rob and Peo and I reckon 
he’s still got it.

How was the body feeling the next 
day?
- I think having youth on my side is a 

bonus. Can’t say the same for some of 
the other old boys in the office.

- Still recovering, the bevvies after the 
game definitely helped though.

If you could, who’s getting the cut 
from the team?
- Mitch. Because he’s a traitor. 
- Everyone was a part of the well-oiled 

machine.
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Agency All Stars captain Beau Waters and Seven West Media's own Rob Korda asked the hard hitting questions to representatives from both teams. These were their answers. 



AGENCY ALL STARS 9.4 (58)

SEVEN WEST MEDIA 7.5 (47)

UMPIRE – Brent ‘Stew Banger’ Stewart
COMMENTATORS – Mark Readings & Andy Ward
SELF APPOINTED COACH – Damian Hampson
INJURIES – SEVEN WEST MEDIA K Molinari broken spirit
CROWD 60+ spectators, 4 drunken cheerleaders & 2 fluff ball doggos at Leederville Oval.
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